Committee members

Chairman: Mark Sullivan (USA)
Members: Luc van Geyte (BEL)
         Benoit Perlard (FRA)
         Gerald Stürzlinger (AUT)
         Troy Bradley (USA)

In attendance Marc Andre, Markus Haggeney, Sabu Ichiyoshi, Cheri White, Claude Weber

- Marc Andre gave a report and a slide show presentation of the venue for the 2018 Gordon Bennett that will be held in Bern, Switzerland. At this time there are 15 countries and 28 balloons registered for the event.

- The Organizers Handbook has been separated from the back of the GBMER and made into its own documents and formatted to FAI standards.

- New 2018 Model Event Rules for the Gordon Bennett were accepted. Only minor grammatical changes were made. 2018 GB will use the new 2018 GBMER.

- Benoit gave a report and a slide show presentation of the venue for the 2019 Gordon Bennett that will be held in Montbéliard, France.

Members for 2018/2019

Chairman: Mark Sullivan (USA)
Members: Luc van Geyte (BEL)
         Benoit Perlard (FRA)
         Gerald Stürzlinger (AUT)
         Troy Bradley (USA)
         Sebastian Eimers (GER)
         Marc Andre (SUI)
AA/AM Working Group

Motions:

Approve the new version 2018 Gordon Bennett Model Event Rules and organizers hand book